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Day 4
Sales and Marketing
Strategy/Competitive
Analysis/Management
Team/Operational
Team/Strategy and
Implementation Summary

Why it’s important…
01

In order to have a profit you need to have a strategy! You
have to have a plan

02

Knowing your competition will help you find out how you
are unique

03

It will help you find out where there are holes or vacuums

04

Assigning roles to team members will help you figure out
who does what and figure out how you get the job done!

05

Figuring out how you will handle growth as far as team
members will help you make a plan ahead of time

06

Summarizing the team and operation plan helps you
assign priorities for the tasks that will need to be done

Training
01

Think about how you are going to get your brand in front of
people. What mix of online and offline promotions? How
are you going to promote? How are you going to balance
content marketing, paid ads, local vendor fairs, publicity,
networking etc. What kind of sales funnel process are you
going to have?

02

Who are your competitors directly? Who are your indirect
competitors? What makes you different from them? Do
you see any holes? Do you see any vacuums?

03

Who are your present team members? What are their roles
and job descriptions? What Changes are you going to
make in your operations? What team members do you
need to add? How can you outsource the tasks you are
weak at so you can concentrate on what you are good at?
That will truly help you ENJOY the journey!

04

Summarize the team members and operational plan. What
is your important next step? What do you need to
outsource in order to grow? Are you planning on hiring
anyone?

Here’s how most business owners struggle…
01
02

Strategic planning—only concentrating on selling

The dating analogy—Don’t be a weirdo

03

Competitive analysis—not recognizing the opportunities in
analyzing this

04

Not thinking in terms of collaboration. Being territorial

05

Operations—thinking we have to do it all ourselves,
employment is overwhelming and expensive, not thinking
outside the box

06

Not prioritizing

07

Not having clear boundaries up front

The reason entrepreneurs have this problem
01
02

Desperate to sell

Crisis management

03

Limited thinking

04

Lack of confidence

My Story
01

3 disasters with help — *Margie, Cassandra, and the
Smiths *names have been changed

02

Living disaster to disaster

03

Trying to think collaboratively—ninja gym

04

Burnout by trying to be superwoman

05

My team—my family

06

Trading Content for Design

Solution to this problem
01

Think about hiring apprentices

02

Look for a virtual assistant

03

Ask a tax accountant the laws around hiring employees

04

Look into a program like Quickbooks or Wave for payroll

05

How can your family help?

06

Bartering

What results can you expect?
01

02

Direction in your marketing

Knowing what makes you unique

03

Clear roles of team members

04

A prioritized plan that you can start immediately

Action Step
Business Planning Workbook
01

Write a description of your Sales and Marketing Strategy

02

Write a description of your Competitive Analysis

03

Write a description of your Management Team

04

Write a description of your Operational Team

05

Write a description of your Strategy and Implementation
Summary

06

Resources: Business Plan Basics

Why should you do this?
01
02

Having a basic marketing strategy will help you avoid that
“spaghetti on wall” approach

You will be able to prioritize

03

You will know where you need help

04

You can lead with VALUE

What are the results you can expect?
01

A plan to get brand recognition

02

Finding holes in the marketplace

03

Clarity on roles

04

Having a plan for growth

05

Knowing exactly what you are going to do when January
starts

Coming on Day 5:
Funding/Legal Structure/Projection

